1. **Measure Overall Opening Width** - from back of left jamb pocket to back of right jamb pocket. For units with jamb liners, you must first remove the jamb liners to gain access to the jamb pocket.

2. **Measure the Pocket Width** - which is the distance between the interior and exterior stops. Our SunClad Double Hung Replacement Window has a frame depth of 3-1/8". Please verify that this will fit within your Pocket Width.

3. **Height Measurement**

   Measure the height from the head jamb (top most recessed point) straight down to the highest point of the sill where the inside edge of the bottom sash touches the sill when closed (next to the outside face of the stool).

**Dimensions Needed To Place Order**

**For Replacement (Insert/Pocket) Windows**

The measurements you took give you the Pocket Dimensions into which your replacement window must fit. Due to the various methods of installing replacement windows, the installer must determine the actual unit width and height that they require to fit the pocket dimensions. Order your replacement windows using the actual unit width and height desired.